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Abstract:  

Glass is a constant in our daily lives.  I look through a pair of glasses to see a 

screen, I grab a glass to drink from, all the while a light bulb is flickering above.  If 

we look around we see glass.  It is in the products we use and the architecture we 

inhabit.  We live in a Glass Age.  It is my duty as a glassmaker to explain the intrica-

cies of this material and help others negotiate their way through this Age.  Explain-

ing is about unfolding and opening up a scenario.  In my case the scenario is about 

the materiality of the work I produce, the work’s content, and my ability to inform 

others about this material to which we are constantly tied.  

Glassmaking is a collaborative endeavor that pushes experimentation and allows 

one to examine conceptual possibilities that exist in the material. This Glass Age is 

brought forth to us through industrial and handmade means.  Along my journey of 

glassmaking I have come to these realizations and my intentions for this text is for it 

to be a guide through my practice, my work and this Age. 
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H[SODLQ��Y�
3URQXQFLDWLRQ�
��ǪNɎVSOHǹQ�
)RUPV������H[SODLQH����±���H[SOD\QH����±���H[SODQH����±�H[SODLQ�
(W\PRORJ\�����/DWLQ�H[SOƗQƗUH�����H[���VHH�H[��SUH¿[�����SOƗQ�XV�ÀDW��SODLQ�Q�������6KRZ�0RUH�
�D��7R�RSHQ�RXW��XQIROG��VSUHDG�RXW�ÀDW��D�PDWHULDO�REMHFW���$OVR�UHÀ��DQG�LQWU��IRU�UHÀ��WR�H[�

SODLQ��LWVHOI��LQWR���WR�GHYHORS��2EV�
��������5��%UDGOH\�3KLORV��$FFW��:NV��1DWXUH�������%HHWOHV KDYH :LQJV VR�GLVSRVHG�DV�WR�IROG�XS�RU�H[SODLQ�WKHPVHOYHV�D�WKH�
:LOO�RI�WKH�,QVHFW��

My questions, both materially and conceptually, can be placed into five categories.  

Through the sections of “Living in a Glass Age’’, “a Fluid Transfer of Knowledge”,  

“Collaboration”, ” Experimentation”, and “Production Lab” this document will act as 

a window into my practice.

1 Oxford English Dictionary, http://0www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/66595?redirectedFrom=explain#e
id 
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Introduction: Living in a Glass Age -

We live in a Glass Age.   Think of Silicon Valley outside of San Francisco, California.  

Silica is an oxide of silicon and a primary ingredient in glass.  Silica is a finer grade of sand.  

The lineage of the microchips in our computers reside in this Glass Age.  The computer chip 

contains memory as does glass. While the computer chip’s memory is stored electronic information 

in bits and data, glass’s memory is represented in the final product.  In this state glass reveals the 

processes that were implemented in its production, the impressions of making – a material memo-

ry.  The technology that surrounds us is the latest edition of glass.  The IPhone 4 has a glass screen 

comprised of Corning’s Gorilla glass (fig. 1) and its backing is a machineable glass/ceramic.  

The Internet that runs to our 

homes, schools, and places of work 

comes through the lines of fiber 

optics.  Every day I look through a 

pair of eyeglasses to see a world 

composed of glass things.  Com-

puters, light bulbs and drinking 

glasses are all ubiquitous items in 

our daily lives.

 The Glass Age denotes an 

age like that of the Bronze or Iron Age.  In the 1930’s Pilkington Brothers Limited, a glass manu-

facturing company that pioneered the way sheet glass is produced, convened a group of archi-

tects to help with urban planning solutions.  They called this ensemble the Glass Age Committee 

of Messrs Pilkington Brothers Limited.  Their proposals, which dealt heavily with how glass would 

be a part of landscape and architecture, were published in The Glass Age and later adapted into 

Motopia, a book written by G.A. Jellicoe in the 1960s.  

fig 1 – Gorilla Glass
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These two works along with Quentin R. Skrabee, Jr.’s book Michael Owens and the 

Industry of Glass, 2007, show how this age is not new but instead is still evolving. 2  

Whether you are looking out of it or into it, glass is ever present in the expanding world of 

communication.  To quote a friend, glass at present is an “integrated interface.”3 

LQWHUIDFH��Q�
�����3URQXQFLDWLRQ�
������ɎǹQWǨIHǹV�
����(W\PRORJ\�����LQWHU��SUH¿[��E�F����IDFH�Q�

�
���$�VXUIDFH�O\LQJ�EHWZHHQ�WZR�SRUWLRQV�RI�PDWWHU�RU�VSDFH��DQG�IRUPLQJ�WKHLU�FRPPRQ�ERXQGDU\�

�������%RWWRPOH\�+\GURVW�������7KH�WHUP�LQWHUIDFH�GHQRWHV�D�IDFH�RI�VHSDUDWLRQ��SODQH�RU�FXUYHG��EHWZHHQ�WZR�
FRQWLJXRXV�SRUWLRQV�RI�WKH�VDPH�VXEVWDQFH�
�������*��&KU\VWDO�LQ�(QF\FO��%ULW��;9����������7KH�LQWHUIDFH�RI�WKH�WZR�OLTXLGV�LQ�WKH�D[LDO�OLQH��

Imagine a world without glass. 

Anthropologist Alan Macfarlane and glass historian Gerry Martin explore this idea in their 

collaborative  effort The Glass Bathscaphe, 

Most of us hardly give glass a thought, but imagine a world where glass has been stripped 
away or uninvented.  All glass utensils have vanished, including those now made of similar 
substances such as plastics, which could not have existed without glass.  All objects, tech-
nologies and ideas that owe their existence to glass have gone.5 

It is almost impossible for us to imagine a world without glass. 

2  The Glass Age, Architectural Review (St. Helens, Lancs. England: Pilkington Brothers Limited, 1939)
G.A. Jellicoe Motopia – a study in the evolution of urban landscape (London: Studio Books, 1961)

Quentin R. Skrabee, Jr. Michael Owens and the Industry of Glass (Gretna, Louisiana: Pelican Publishing Company, 2007)
Corning Inc. 
A Day Made of Glass... Made possible by Corning.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Cf7IL_eZ38&feature=relmfu (feb 12 2012)
A Day Made of Glass 2: Unpacked. The Story Behind Corning’s Vision.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-GXO_urMow&feature=channel_video_title  (feb 12 2012)

3 Peter Drobny  - designer for Steuben and The Innovation Center at The Corning Museum of Glass
  
4 Oxford English Dictionary http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/97747?rskey=YPVvuN&result=1&isAdvance

d=false#id 
5 Alan Macfarlane and Gerry Martin, The Glass Bathyscaphe (London: Profile Books Ltd., 2003) p 1 
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Windows are the precursor to this age.  

They let light in yet still protect the inside from 

the outside.  A thin membrane as a threshold, a 

way of keeping up with our surroundings and 

a way our surroundings can keep up with us.   

By looking through the window to the nature 

outside or peering out of an office building and 

catching another person doing the same, we 

might see a smile, a brief glimpse of humanity a 

few floors up.  These interactions are catalyzed 

through glass, they allow us to understand the 

material as an integrated interface.  

The architects Mies Van der Rohe and Phillip Johnson utilized these concepts within the mate-

rial through their architectural ventures, particularly with concern to the home.  Johnson’s Glass 

House, 1949 (fig. 2)and Mies’s Farnsworth House, 1945-1951 (fig.3), depict this membrane of ma-

terial very eloquently.  Their structures have influenced numerous artists in their particular pursuits.  

One such artist is Inigo Manglano Ovalle.  

 fig2 – Phillip Johnson -  The Glass House, 1949

fig3  - Mies Van Der Rohe -  The Farnsworth House, 1945-1951 
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In 2010 the RISD Glass Depart-

ment visited Inigo at his exhibition at 

Mass Moca in North Adams Mas-

sachusetts.  His pieces Gravity is a 

Force to be Reckoned With, 2009 

(fig.4) and the film Always After ( 

the Glass House) 2006 (fig. 5) are in 

direct dialog with the architecture 

and views of material that existed 

when Johnson and Mies erected their structures.  Ingio’s work points to this Glass Age.  He uses 

the metaphor of transparency and reflection as a direct link to the past while pointing to a future.  

His ideas stemmed from reading WE, a book I also happened to read as a youth.6!

WE is a sci-fi novel, written in the early 1920’s by Yevgeny Zamyatin. The world of WE is por-

trayed as a futuristic utopic state that functions due to its transparency. The book is portrayed as a 

diary kept by D-503, who is working on the Integral, a space ship.  The entries of D-503 allow the 

reader to glimpse into the materials of this world:
I awoke: a moderate bluish light. 
The glass of the walls was sparkling, 
the glass chair and table, too7.!

The hull of the Integral was almost 
ready; the elegant, elongated el-
lipsoid made from our glass – ever-
lasting, like gold, and supple, like 
steel. I saw: they were strengthen-
ing the glass body for the interi-
or…8 !

6 Mass Moca web – www.massmoce.org/event_details.php?id=510

7 Yevgeny Zamyatin, We (New York: The Modern Library, 2006) p30 
8 ibid., p73 

fig 4  - Inigo Manglano Ovalle - Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With, 2009 

fig 5 - Inigo Manglano Ovalle - Always After ( the Glass House,) 2006
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Glass is an encompassing theme throughout WE.  With chapters such as “The Bell Jar” and 

“Through the Glass,” the reader becomes placed into a world that resides in a transparent enclo-

sure. Inigo’s piece Gravity is a Force to be Reckoned With, juxtaposes this material enclosure from 

D-503’s world with the architecture of Van Der Rohe and Johnson. 

The world in WE is governed by the One State and everyone must check in and be checked 

on.  The book is a dystopia; but how far are we from this?  Every Space Shuttle in NASA’s fleet 

had glass/ceramic tiles on their bellies for reentry.  It is not as if Zamayatin could have predicted 

the truths of his novel, even as an engineer turned writer.  In writing of the future we could get an 

inkling that he had already been there.

Glass has changed the way we think of products. Jean Baudrillard, the noted 

French sociologist and philosopher advertises glass as “the material of the future”,

 in The System of Objects9  !

Glass eliminates all confusion in short order… Fundamentally it is less a recipient than an 
isolator – the miracle of a rigid fluid – a content that is also a container, and hence the basis 
of the transparency between the two: a kind of transcendence which, as we have seen, is 
the first priority in the creation of atmosphere.10

9 Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects (New York: Verso, 2005) p41

10 ibid., p42

fig 6 – Providence, RI
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Atmosphere is contained – living 

in a bubble – a glass one.   We are 

flanked by this material11.  Glass has 

been a resilient material since its 

creation in fire thousands of years 

ago.  How can I, a producer of glass 

things, enrich this journey and com-

municate it to others?  When it comes 

down to it I often think of what a friend 

said when asked the familiar question 

“What do you do for a living?” 

“I make bubbles12.”

But what does a bubble connote?  In the essay “In the Realm of Spheres,” for the show Thin Skin, 

curator Barbara Clausen describes a bubble as such:

Inside a bubble or 
pneumatic structure, 
we are constantly 
gauging our relation-
ship between the 
outside and inside, 
and dealing with real 
and imagined limits 
and borders.  These 
are in continual flux, 
subject to the visual 
and psychological 
adjustments we make, 
filtered through our 
perceptive and 
cognitive faculties.13 !

 Glass is a material connected 

to bubbles.  When glass is charged 

in the furnace it bubbles up; when I make a vessel I have to blow air down a pipe.  Bubbles are 

sometimes noticeable on the finished object; these can either be a technical addition as with 

reticello (fig. 7) or a seed (small bubble) (fig. 8) not melted out during the charging and fining 

process in the furnace.  If we think of the primordial ooze that is believed to be the origins of life or 

11 Flanked by a material see appendix. 
12 Dante Marioni – glassmaker of the highest degree
13 Thin Skin: The Fickle Nature of Bubbles, Spheres, and Inflatable Structures (New York: Independent Curators International, 
2002) p 18

fig 7 – Reticello

fig 8 – Seed
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how landmasses were made through volcanoes we can see that bubbles are essential to our very 

existence.  Bubbles are life.  

But what of glass bubbles?

Glass as a material is engrained into our language and imprinted onto our consciousness as 

Fausto Petrella’s acknowledges in his essay Glass and the Psyche.

The various properties of glass appear, in short, like a veritable orchestra at the 
artist’s disposition for an unending game of inventive recreation. A game that has 
rooted glass in the cognitive and affective experience of man, from the most child-
ish to the most abstract speculative activity, to reach the imaginative construction of 
art.14!

Glass and bubbles are in a symbiotic relationship; they can be made by man, constructed by 

machine or found in nature.  Objects of glass are made to endure and to communicate.  

The question I must ask as a maker is “Do the objects I make pass this on?” 

I believe it is the responsibility of the maker now, just as is it was a thousand years ago, to in-

form and instruct the world about this material.  We are the educators and workers of fire, of glass, 

and of bubbles.  We live in a Glass Age.  Here there is an addictive connection to all things – think 

about the wiping of a window to get a clearer view or the swiping of our thumb across a screen to 

answer a call.  On the surface of the material a connection is made, communication, a collabora-

tion between a clear, transparent material and a world that surrounds.

A fluid transfer of knowledge.

14 Fausto Petrella “Glass and the Psyche”, Glasstress (Milan: Evizioni Charts, 2009)p 48
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Defining -   a  Fluid Transfer of Knowledge in this Glass Age

  Glass is a fluid material that permeates our everyday lives.  There is an intelligence that should 

be implemented in its production.  Glass is an intelligent material that I make with and interpret. 

As a material, glass can be placed in the past, is present now and gives one a glimpse into the 

future.  

Glass is a fluid transfer of knowledge. As a material, glass could be considered paradoxi-

cal; it is a chameleon material that also communicates process.  Glass casts light upon suspended 

questions.  These questions can be asked upon first discovery or as one sits upon a stool and 

stares into the depths of a glass of beer.  My work does not necessarily stop at what I produce but 

extends to what I may help others produce.  In producing glass objects the material itself asks the 

question: Why Glass?  In further working with this material I often ask, “What are the transferences 

of glass? “

PDWHULDO��DGM���Q���DQG�DGY�
�$��DGM�
�,��6HQVHV�UHODWLQJ�WR�SK\VLFDO�VXEVWDQFH�
�

�2I�RU�UHODWLQJ�WR�PDWWHU�RU�VXEVWDQFH��IRUPHG�RU�FRQVLVWLQJ�RI�PDWWHU��,Q�HDUO\�XVH���HDUWKO\�
�REV���

�Ǥ� F��������&KDXFHU�3DUVRQ¶V�7DOH�������+H�WKDW�LV�LQ�KHOOH�KDWK�GHIDXWH�RI�OLJKW�PDWHULDO�
�Ǥ� D��������-��7UHYLVD�WU��%DUWKRORPDHXV�$QJOLFXV�'H�3URSULHWDWLEXV�5HUXP��%/�$GG���I���������ëLFQHVVH�	�ERLVWRXVQHVVH�RI�PDWHULDO�

SDUWLHV�LV�FDXVH�DQG�ZHOOH�RI�KHX\QHVVH�
�Ǥ� "F����������������:\FOLI�(QJ��:NV���������������:KDQ�KH�>VF��&KULVW@�ZDV�VRXޚWH�WR�EH�D�N\QJH�	�WR�KDXH�WDDNH�XS�RQ�K\P�ìH�PDWHULDO�

VZHUGH�
�Ǥ� ����������������3LOJULPDJH�RI�6RXO��&D[WRQ��Y��L�������0XQGXV�LV�WKH�PDWHULDO�ZRUOG��EXW�VHFXOXP�LV�WDNHQ�IRU�WKH�HQGXU\QJH�RI�WKH�

ZRUOG�
�Ǥ� ��������&��$��5RQDQ�1DW��+LVW��8QLYHUVH��������7KH�JUHDW�JRDO�RI�PRGHUQ�SK\VLFV�LV�WR�FUHDWH�D�XQL¿HG�WKHRU\�RI�WKH�IRXU�IXQGDPHQWDO�

LQWHUDFWLRQV�WKDW�JRYHUQ�WKH�PDWHULDO�ZRUOG���

Whether I am making my own work, helping another glassmaker in their production, or 

making work for an artist or a designer, problem solving and adapting to various situations are 

the demands of glassmaking.  The collaborative nature of the glass process enables one to sur-

pass their own individual limitations and at the same time find their own voice within the material.  

15 Oxford English Dictionary, http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/114923?rskey=UsWkpw&result=1&isAdva
nced=false#eid
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Through this journey I have pursued and received a knowledge of and from glass.

The content of my work has to breathe with the material.  It must be a fluid transference.  

Ideas are allowed to recapitulate and evolve.  This is not just a part of my own studio process but 

how I approach the material when I work for others.  I have frequently come into a hot shop and 

asked, “What if we try it this way?”  In my own work I often try to grasp what it means to be hand-

made or industrially made.   How can certain industrial processes feed into those of the handmade 

and vice versa?  How is glass a fluid transfer of knowledge?

A Fluid Transfer of Knowledge.

Fluid – Glass is an amorphous solid.  When heated past the point of annealing it is in a liquid 
state.  Annealing is the process of cooling glass from a working or a malleable state to room 
temperature.   Working the material takes a fluid touch.  One must flow with the material just as a 
swimmer must flow with the water.

Transfer – Glass not only changes from various forms of matter but is passed down as tacit knowl-
edge from a Maestro to an apprentice.  This not only encompasses the making of objects but the 
maintaining of a studio, the understanding of glass in its raw elemental state, the chemistry, and 
physics of melting clear and colored glass.  Ideas, ways of working and material expressions are 
passed on from the gaffer/maker to a designer/artist.

Knowledge – The material itself has a memory.  It remembers how it was manipulated and car-
ries this onto the end or its final stasis state.  There is a rich history of glass.  One can also find this 
knowledge is present in Fluid and Transfer.
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Chapter 1 – Collaboration
Glass has been a product of man for well over 2000 years.   The Glass Age’s roots could 

be seen as starting in modern day Lebanon and sprouting from there to the rest of the world due 

to the trade and commerce of the day.   As a material it has had a philosophical and metaphysical 

lure, resonates beauty and has crossed the boundaries of design, craft and fine art.  These bound-

aries are sometimes opaque.  By making one cultivates an understanding of the material and these 

boundaries. 

 Making is difficult.   You must have a desire and a willingness to fight through the struggle.  

You must suffer to make.  However, each glassmaker does not do this alone. He or she goes about 

this through their own unique experiences that become a collection of experiences.  The first 

experience in working with the material is learning the craft from another maker.  This learning 

from the maker is then exchanged into learning with the assistants that surround the maker.  Here 

we see collaboration.  As makers we all bring something different to the table, something to share.  

This is what I bring and believe.

I am a glassmaker whose primary endeavors in glass are mediated through glassblowing.  

Glassblowing is a craft learned through a master and an apprentice tradition.  The skills and tech-

niques passed down by a maker are the same skills he or she learned in their own formal training.  

This passing down of knowledge and technical information is something that has taken place for 

hundreds of years.  An apprentice is allowed to observe and work with many different makers in 

this system.  Here the system informs and enhances the dialogue that a glassblower has with the 

material and thereby allows the apprentice to one day become a competent glassmaker.  To put it 

simply, glassblowing is not intended as a one-person experience; it is intended as a shared, and 

thus a collaborative, experience.

FROODERUDWLRQ��Q�
3URQXQFLDWLRQ�
�NǨɑO EǨɎUHǹȒǨQ�
(W\PRORJ\���Q��RI�DFWLRQ����/DWLQ�FROODEǀUƗUH�WR�FROODERUDWH�Y������

�

���8QLWHG�ODERXU��FR�RSHUDWLRQ��HVS��LQ�OLWHUDU\��DUWLVWLF��RU�VFLHQWL¿F�ZRUN�

��������&��5HDGH�(LJKWK�&RPPDQGPHQW�������,W�LV�SODLQ�WKDW�FROODERUDWLRQ�ZDV�QRW�OHVV WKDQ�LW�QRZ�LV�LQ�)UDQFH�

������� 6SHFWDWRU����2FW����������,PSURYLVHG�E\�WKDW�IHUWLOH�ZULWHU�LQ�FROODERUDWLRQ�ZLWK�00��$UVqQH�+RXVVD\H�DQG�9HUWHXLO���

16 Oxford English Dictionary, http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/36197?redirectedFrom=collaboration#eid
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Historic Foundations:
The Journey of an Apprentice and An Assistant as an Extension of the Maker

The time spent as an apprentice and assistant opens up many different paths or 

approaches to glassblowing. These multiple paths influence the way that I make, experiment 

and approach my own work and the work of other artists and designers. My strongest ability 

as a glassmaker is adapting to the challenges that exist in working the material. 

In 1999, I took my first steps into a hot 

shop as an undergraduate at Centre Col-

lege in Danville, Kentucky.  Glass objects 

though, have been a part of my life for as 

long as I can remember, a glass menag-

erie of sorts.  These objects are small 

glass figurines: a turtle from Steuben 

(United States), a parrot from Baccarat 

(France), an eagle from Waterford (Ire-

land), and a pheasant and chameleon 

from Lalique (France) (fig. 9).  These 

objects, all received or purchased dur-

ing my youth still provoke memories of 

the material and beauty.  

At Centre in the spring of 2000 

I dedicated myself to the practice of 

glassmaking, to the pursuit of objects. 

Few moments are so clear.  From my 

youth I can remember the Challenger disaster(fig. 10).  I was in kindergarten watching from the 

top of the playground slide as she separated above.  Most remembered experiences are traumatic 

but my stepping into a glass shop was dynamic.

fig 9 - Lalique Chameleon given to me in 1995, head added in 2011

fig 10 – The Space Shuttle Challenger – January 28, 1986
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In 2000, Professor Stephen Powell brought in Venetian Maestro Lino Tagliapietra to teach and 

demonstrate his approach to the material (fig. 11).  Born in 1934, Lino started working with glass 

at the age of eleven.  This experience was the moment that made me decide to pursue glass.  

When one of the other students asked him “What is your favorite piece?”  Lino, without a pause, 

said, “My next one.”  To pursue life for the act of making and sharing work and knowledge seemed 

then, as it does today, to be a worthy pursuit.  

PDHVWUR��Q�
���$�PDVWHU�

�
�Ǥ� :LWK�FDSLWDO�LQLWLDO��$�WLWOH�RU�IRUP�RI�DGGUHVV�GHVLJQDWLQJ�VRPHRQH��RULJLQDOO\�HVS��DQ�,WDO�

LDQ��ZKR�LV�D�PDVWHU�RI�RU�ZKR�KDV�DFKLHYHG�HPLQHQFH�LQ�D�VNLOO�RU�SURIHVVLRQ��HVS��D�PXVL�
FLDQ�

�Ǥ� ��������+��:RWWRQ�/HW�����6HSW��LQ�/��3��6PLWK�/LIH�	�/HWW��6LU�+��:RWWRQ��������,��������$�YHU\�WUXH�SLFWXUH RI�0DHVWUR�3DXOR�WKH�
6HUYLWH�

�Ǥ� ��������$��5DGFOLIIH�,WDOLDQ�,��S��YLL����+H�PLJKW�EH�D�JKRVW��E\�KLV�VLOHQFH��IRU�DXJKW�,�NQRZ��0DHVWUR�
�Ǥ� ��������+��-DPHV�5RGHULFN�+XGVRQ�LQ�$WODQWLF�0RQWKO\�0DU����������7KH�PDUULDJH�ZDV�PRVW�XQKDSS\��DQG�WKH�0DHVWUR�*UDQGRQL�ZDV�

VXVSHFWHG�RI�XVLQJ�WKH�¿GGOH�ERZ�DV�DQ�LQVWUXPHQW�RI�FRQMXJDO�FRUUHFWLRQ�
�Ǥ� ������� 3LDQR�4��)DOO��������0DHVWUR��WKH�WRQH�LV�DOUHDG\�EHWWHU�WKDQ�DW�WKH�EHJLQQLQJ���

17  Oxford English Dictionary, http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/112113?redirectedFrom=maestro#eid 

fig 11 - Lino Tagliapietra and Stephen Powell 
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I have known Lino for twelve years now and have worked for him for nine.  It is incredible to think 

of the length of his career.  It is equally inspiring to see that a person is able to posses that amount 

of passion and fortitude for their profession.  In his book Lino Tagliapietraglass historian Giovanni 

Sarpellon points out the traits that a maestro must possess:

The master glassmaker (whether he is working alongside an artist or is himself an artist) 
takes a central role during the creation of work. There is one facet of a glassmaker’s make-
up that he can never shed: the craftsman, who is familiar with all secrets of his medium and 
knows how to make most of it.  Furthermore, glassmakers love and respect the material with 
which they produce not only a “thing of beauty” but an object that is worthy of glass- an 
object in which glass is an essential element and which at the same time enhances the 
qualities of the medium from which it has evolved.18 !

18 Giovanni Sarpellon, Lino Tagliapietra (Venice Italy: Arsenale Editrice, 1994) p16

fig 12 – Lino, myself, Jen Elek, Dave Walters and Nancy Callan at Pilchuck
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To apprentice with a Venetian glassmaker is to learn the historic foundations of the craft; to 

apprentice with Lino is to work within a system that has been ongoing for centuries.  Giacinto Di 

Pietrantonio indicates this idea in the exhibition catalog to the 2009 Glasstress show at the Venice 

Biennale:

We are still in that modernity whose early founding dominance was outside of Italy, whereas 
if we look at the artisan’s commitment to glass working, we find its foundations, maintenance 
and development in Italy, which means Venice and Murano.19 !

In an apprenticeship system you start at the bottom of the pecking order, even as a college gradu-

ate. As the youngest on Lino’s team I was at the bottom. At first the apprenticeship consisted of 

opening and 

closing glory hole 

doors, sweep-

ing up after each 

piece, running 

around, and mol-

lifying the rest of 

the crew (Dave 

Walters, John Kiley, 

Nancy Callan, Er-

ika Kohr, Jen Elek 

and Eric Woll). We 

were and still are a 

working family, with a few new additions (Jesse Kelly, Darren Denison, Manuel Castro and Harrison 

Neel). This communal relationship encourages growth and other means of learning. This appren-

ticeship environment is similar to a workshop of another era. In his book The Craftsman, Richard 

Sennett states that, “the workshop for its very essence lies in the personalized face to face authority 

of knowledge.”20

19 Giacinto Di Pietrantonio, The Craftsman and the Manufacturer,” Glasstress (Evizioni Charts: Milan, 2009) p 39

20 Richard Sennett, The Craftsman (New Haven : Yale University Press, 2008) p 80

fig 13 – Lino and crew at work
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The way I came into glass is through working with a team around the leadership of a master.  

Though it doesn’t always take a large team to execute an idea, it does take at least two people to 

blow glass.  Simply, there are two ends of the pipe, one to inflate the glass and one to work and 

fig 14 – Clear Glass Recipe
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form the material.  There are ways to do this by 

oneself, but more is possible through teamwork.

A level of trust and communication devel-

ops through this mode of apprenticeship.  Only 

through diligence is it possible to make glass well.  

The understanding of glassmaking does not hap-

pen over night or over five to ten years.Glassblow-

ing is a refinement that takes decades.

A few years after starting with Lino he asked 

me to make the batch and color.  For any artist 

color is an integral process; for a Venetian the 

color process 

requires exacting 

specifications, 

thus attaining dif-

ferent colors from what other glassmakers have access to.  Batch 

is essentially the elemental state of glass. The basic composition of 

batch is sand, soda, calcium carbonate etc.  (fig.14)In the batch 

making process I discovered nuances in the melting of the raw 

material. These nuances have inspired specific pieces in my work.   

While apprenticing for Lino I was simultane-

ously assisting other professional gaffers and art-

ists, including Jame Mongrain (fig. 15,16), David 

Walters(fig. 17), Dante Marioni (fig. 18) and Janusz 

Pozniak(fig. 19). Each of them had also learned 

fig 16  - James Mongrain – Untitled, 2007

fig 15 – with James Mongrain in Turkey

fig 17 -  David Walters – Alice in Blunder-Land’s Tea Party Cruiser, 
2011 

fig 18 - Dante Marioni – Trio, 2008 
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through Lino.  Their work, as well as their style and approach to making differ, and have evolved 

from working with Lino.  However, their tenacity and problem solving abilities are directly related 

to what they learned from the Maestro.

Working with these artists and makers as an as-

sistant helped me to understand the ways in which 

Lino’s team approaches and finalizes the material. 

Assisting enables the learning curve to become 

more legible, the information of glassmaking be-

gan to flow. 

There is a switch here from apprenticing to 

assisting. This change in role is hard to put into 

words. However, once an assistant becomes aware 

of the material’s movement and the flow of the shop 

then the assistant becomes a giver of knowledge instead of a taker. I learned then, as I do now, a 

great deal from those I assist. I learned the most from Janusz Pozniak, as he is a maker and first as-

sistant to Dante Marioni. Through him I learned how to become an extension of the gaffer or head 

maker. By foreseeing and trouble shooting problems that arise in the process of making, 

I became an asset and a necessary tool. A team that has worked together for a longer time 

produces better objects. Through working together a history is crafted, not just between 

objects but between maker and assistants. Tacit knowledge is passed down.  The only way 

to experience glassmaking is to simply do it.  Here there are no short cuts.  After years of 

apprenticing and assisting I started making my own things.   By producing your own pieces, 

a further understanding of the material takes place. The moments of apprenticing, assisting 

and making your own work prepares you for the opportunity of making work for others.

A Gaffer as a Translator of Idea and Ambassador for the Material 

Often artists and designers will use a glassmaker to execute their work, as they have limited 

or no glassmaking experience.  Therefore, these others come to a gaffer to execute their ideas.  

Choosing the right gaffer is like choosing the right barber.  The gaffer has to have a style in finish-

ing a piece that is conducive to the artists’ or designers’ aesthetic; there needs to be a good rap-

fig 19 – with Janusz Pozniak at Center College
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port in this collaboration.  A material dialogue should take place between the gaffer and artist or 

designer.  This material dialogue is essentially the gaffer breaking down the process of glassmak-

ing that goes into the execution of the work desired by the artist or designer.

The glassmaker furthers their dialogue as a 

maker with the material by gaffing artists’ and 

designers’ work. Here the gaffer is often called 

upon to be an ambassador for the material 

of glass.  In exposing material knowledge and be-

coming moldable to the will of another artist, 

a gaffer can be an essential and primary tool to an 

artist’s or designer’s conceptual undertaking.  A 

gaffer must not only be an extension of the artist’s 

hands but also the artist’s mind. Sometimes 

it’s not what you can make but what you can expose 

and contribute.

DUWLVW��Q�
����$�SHUVRQ�VNLOOHG�RU�SUR¿FLHQW�DW�D�SDUWLFXODU�
WDVN�RU�RFFXSDWLRQ��DQ�H[SHUW��2EV�

��������5��&DUHZ�WU��-��+XDUWH�([DP��0HQV�:LWV�[LY��������)URP�ZKLFK�WZR�H[WUHDPV��D�NLQJ�RXJKW�WR�EH�IDUWKHU�GLVWDQW��WKDQ�DQ\�RWKHU�DUWLVW����

GHVLJQHU��Q�
D�� 2QH�ZKR�RULJLQDWHV�D�SODQ�RU�SODQV�
��� ��������*��+DYHUV�WU��*��/HWL�,O�&DUGLQDOLVPR�GL�6DQWD�&KLHVD�LL��LL��������7KRXJKWIXO�DQG�FRJLWDWLYH��D�JUHDW�GHVLJQRU�
��� ��������%S��-��%XWOHU�$QDORJ\�RI�5HOLJ��LL��&RQFO��������7HQ�WKRXVDQG�WKRXVDQG�,QVWDQFHV�RI�'HVLJQ��FDQQRW�EXW�SURYH�D�'HVLJQHU�
��� ��������-��*��0XUSK\�&ULW��&RPP��%N��*HQ���L����������7KH�*UHDW�'HVLJQHU�

�E��2QH�ZKR�PDNHV�DQ�DUWLVWLF�GHVLJQ�RU�SODQ�RI�FRQVWUXFWLRQ��D�GUDXJKWVPDQ��VSHF��RQH�ZKRVH�
EXVLQHVV�LV�WR�LQYHQW�RU�SUHSDUH�GHVLJQV�RU�SDWWHUQV�IRU�WKH�PDQXIDFWXUHU�RU�FRQVWUXFWRU���������-��
(YHO\Q�6FXOSWXUD�YL��������:KHUH�WKH�:RUNPDQ�LV�QRW�DQ�DFFRPSOLVKHG�'HVLJQHU�

��� ��������-RKQVRQ�5DPEOHU�1R����������6FXOSWRUV��SDLQWHUV��DQG�GHVLJQHUVߣ���
��� ��������1�(�'��DW�'HVLJQHU����0RG��$�GHVLJQHU�LQ�D�WH[WLOH�IDFWRU\���

 

21 Oxford English Dictionary http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/viewdictionaryentry/Entry/11237 
22 Oxford English Dictionary, http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/50854?redirectedFrom=designer#eid

fig 20 – with James Irvine at Vitra
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The last few summers I have been fortunate to be a gaffer at Pilchuck Glass School and for 

Glasslab, a program of the Corning Museum of Glass. Additionally, during the school year at the 

Rhode Island School of Design I have been able to gaff for other students and visiting artists 

through our glass program.

Often it is the artists’ or designers’ 

first time being exposed to the material.  

Here it is the gaffer’s responsibility to 

inform the artist/designer of the possi-

bilities of the material within their 

conceptual framework.  If a gaffer 

produces an object from an artist’s 

drawing without communicating the 

processes to the artist then the object 

becomes surface without substance.  The process must be explained, a material and idea transfer-

ence.  Here the execution of the glass object can become a collapse,as Gilles Deleuze suggests: 

“In this collapse of the surface, the entire world loses its meaning.”23  

The artist’s/designer’s work is essentially null if they have not learned or received an explanation 

into the process about their work.  There are many ways to make objects in glass; certain ways of 

making can aid in a piece’s conceptual tone.

Giacinto Di Pietrantonio indicates the power of a gaffer within the framework of conceptual art 

and the communication that exists:

This tradition is still very strong and used by artist, especially in a society of ‘con-

ceptualized’ art where it is not necessary for artist to know how to create a work with 

his own hands but to have an idea which can be translated into a work by a good 

craftsman under the watchful guidance of the artist.24  

This importance of understanding fabrication and marrying it with good concepts was 

well discussed in the October 2007 Artforum.   The article consisted of a panel of artists, 

fabricators, curators and collectors who looked at the production of artwork.  Mike Smith, 

23 Akira Lippit, Atomic Light (Shadow Optics) ( Minneapolis:University of Minnesota, 2005) p42 
24 Giacinto Di Pietrantonio, “The Craftsman and the Manufacturer”Glasstress (Evizioni Charts: Milan, 2009) p40

fig 21 – with Sigga Heimis and Dan Mirer at Vitra
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who operates his own art fabrication studio, begins when the question of artists using 

a fabricator to produce their work is addressed: “I don’t think a fabrication studio is just 

another hand tool.  Many artists are disconnected from material to the point that they need 

to work with people who have a connection.” 25 He goes on to speak about artists calling 

in for pieces that need to be reproduced or for series that require editions.  I agree: art-

ists need to be involved with the development of their project.  I have been on fabrication 

teams for artists where they have not been present or simply didn’t show up.  

In making another’s work, communication is key.  A craftsman or fabricator becomes an am-

bassador or translator for their expertise to the artist. Ed Suman, another fabricator, supports this 

notion: 
Translation is part of it, but fabrication involves more than translating one language 

to another.  The translator also needs to know and understand the material trans-

lated. The challenge is often to first understand the artist’s intent, as clearly and 

precisely as possible, and then to visualize in reverse the steps needed to arrive at 

the final destination.26

Here a discussion and determination on the modes of working can take place.  The proce-

dures and techniques of glassblowing can feed into the conceptual intent of the artist.  Through 

explaining the differences and nuances of process the gaffer can determine the way to make the 

object that is more in line with the artist’s concept.  For instance, if an artist wants to reproduce a 

glass piece that was mold blown, yet does not want to use the mold, then there needs to be a real 

reason for this historical undertaking. I say historic due to the nature of the piece being a repro-

duction of something that already exists.  

PRXOG�_�PROG��Q��
3URQXQFLDWLRQ�
�%ULW���PǨșOG����8�6���PRșOG�
)RUPV���0(�PRZOOG��0(�PRZOOGH��0(�PXOGH��0(±���PRROG��0(±���PRROGH��0(±���PRXOGH����

(W\PRORJ\���$SSDUHQWO\�LQ�IRUP���$QJOR�1RUPDQ�PROGH�����
,,��$�SDWWHUQ�E\�ZKLFK�VRPHWKLQJ�LV�VKDSHG�
�Ǥ� $�KROORZ�IRUP�RU�PDWUL[�LQWR�ZKLFK�ÀXLG�PDWHULDO�LV�SRXUHG�RU�SODVWLF�PDWHULDO�LV�SUHVVHG�DQG�

DOORZHG�WR�FRRO�RU�KDUGHQ�VR�DV�WR�IRUP�DQ�REMHFW�RI�D�SDUWLFXODU�VKDSH�
RI�D��DOVR�RQH��PRXOG�����D��RI�WKH�VDPH�VKDSH��REV������E��(QJ��UHJLRQDO�KDYLQJ�D�FORVH�IDPLO\�UHVHPEODQFH��FI��WR�EH�FDVW�LQ�D��SDUWLFX�
ODU��PRXOG�DW�VHQVH���D����EULFN���EXOOHW�PRXOG��HWF���VHH�WKH�¿UVW�HOHPHQW���������

*OREDO�&HUDPLF�5HY��$XWXPQ��������7KH�VDQLWDU\ZDUH�DUWLFOHV�DUH�SURGXFHG�H[FOXVLYHO\�RQ�SUHVVXUH�FDVWLQJ�PDFKLQHV�XVLQJ�UHVLQ�PRXOGV���

25 Michelle Kuo, “The Producers” Artforum: Producers October 2007 p354 
26 ibid.,354 
27 Oxford English Dictionary, http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/122807?rskey=YG2piL&result=3&isAdvan
ced=false#eid
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One time while working in Seattle for Lino 

Tagliapietra, we were asked to remake a piece from 

Dale Chihuly’s Venetian Series (fig. 22). The Venetians 

were originally a collaborative effort between Dale, the 

artist/designer, and his team of glassmakers with Lino, 

the master craftsman.  In 2006 Lino was years removed 

from making this series, and another glassblower, 

James Mongrain, became the primary maker of this 

series. However, it was important to have the original 

maker to recreate this broken piece, created in the 

early nineties. Therefore, Lino was the only person 

who could do this.  Fabrication was executed through 

picking not just the right tool but the only tool.  Lino 

made Dale’s conception of the Venetian vessels exist; 

no other maestro could have translated or interpreted the drawings as Lino had back in the late 

eighties and early nineties. 

I am a fervent proponent for work that uses a gaffer.  An artist/designer can push my boundar-

ies of what I thought I knew conceptually and materially.  At the same time discussing the process 

while working with an artist is extremely gratifying and rewarding.  These moments enable the 

craftsman or gaffer to teach and share their material experience with another maker.  I have come 

to understand that we all have something to offer to the art world.  There are many things I cannot 

do and have no interest in doing, yet I would relish working with a practitioner of another medium 

or another glassmaker to help me with a project.    

However one looks at it, collaboration is communication.  Collaboration is about the passing 

down and transferring knowledge. This is present in the apprentice/master relationship and the 

assistant/maker relationship and it reaches its apexes in the relationship of gaffer or craftsman 

to artist.  To collaborate is to serve one another for the purpose of an idea or end object; it is the 

construction of the relationship that allows one to see past himself and realize the power of com-

fig 22 - Dale Chihily – Venetian, 1991
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munication that exists in artistic endeavors and in the material of glass.

Through apprenticing, assisting, and gaffing I have been able to observe and participate in 

different manifestations of the glass process. In the processes of glass making, states of wonder 

about the material bubble up and inspire. By simply implementing another methodology to these 

processes we could discern that experimentation is taking place. Glassmaking has given me 

knowledge of the material’s possibilities. By challenging and pushing tried and true ways of work-

ing, new conclusions and outcomes can come to the surface. 
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Chapter 2 - Experimentation as a means of making work

From my perspective, experimentation denotes a scientific approach.  Typically experimenta-

tion implies a fact placed with a variable or unknown entity.  Together this fact and variable yield a 

conclusion.  This mode of learning and inquiry could be discerned as learning in a collaborative 

method where knowledge is exchanged.  In a workshop, information has been described as being 

passed down from a maestro to an apprentice.   In a lab, information is passed down from the lead 

researcher to the technicians.

The lead experimenter or researcher writes a hypothesis before carrying out the experimenta-

tion.  A hypothesis is an educated guess in an if/then format: if this is implemented then this will 

happen.  The basis for using a hypothesis is through previous knowledge of subject matter; in my 

case the subject matter is glass.  Often the conclusion of the experiment yields something other or 

something new, something I did not hypothesize.  However, through the retracing of facts and 

re-experimentation one can find a procedure that yields a consistent or desired outcome.

Science and art are rooted in a similar dialog with concern to development of an idea.  

Robert Irwin, a California “light and space” artist, indicates this intersection between art and

 science:

Take a chemist, for example, he starts out with a hypothesis about what might be created 
if he combined a few chemicals, and he begins by simple trial and error… What the artist 
does is essentially the same. In other words, what you do when you start to do a painting is 
that you begin with a basic idea, a hypothesis of what you’re setting out to do (a figurative 
painting or a nonfigurative painting or whatever)….It’s just a million yes-no decisions…It’s 
the same thing (science and art), the only difference is the character of the product.28!

The basis for experimentation is informed by tried and true methodologies that act as a foun-

dation for a leaping off point, or in reference to Irwin, a product with character.  Due to the collab-

orative and communicative nature of glass I am often called upon to demonstrate my approach/

methodologies to the material.  Demonstrations range from showcasing different properties of the 

material to various glass working techniques.  In my trials of demonstration things don’t always 

28 Lawrence Weschler, seeing is forgetting the name of the thing one sees, expanded edition (Berkeley: University of California 

Press, 2008) p.137
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go as planned, mishaps occur, and I must 

adapt.  These adaptations to the demonstra-

tion, whether showing properties, techniques or 

experimentations with the material, lead to this 

jumping off point.  Demonstrations can inform a 

maker of a new inquiry with the material. 

Experimentation through Demonstration

Demonstrations allow glassmakers to showcase their sense of materiality to a broader public or 

to their peers.  Through these means one can explore techniques or properties that broaden the 

scope of the dialogue one wishes to have with the material and audience.  By implementing ways 

of working that are unfamiliar or surprising, a new process or idea can be developed.  Demonstra-

tions are an excellent way to educate other makers in the tacit tradition of the material.

Through working in glass for a number of years I have been fortunate to do many demonstra-

tions with different artists who I have assisted. A few years ago I did my first demonstration at The 

Museum of Glass in Tacoma, Washington. That experience made me think “What do I want outside 

observers to take away from a glass demonstration?”  My audience could be anybody, some with 

knowledge of the material, but most without.  The past 

few summers I have done demonstrations and gaffed 

for various artists and designers through Glasslab, at 

the Vitra Design Museum in Weil am Rhein Germany 

(fig 24) and at The Pilchuck Glass School in Stanwood 

Washington (fig. 25). In Corning, New York, I have also 

done demonstrations on glass properties for Apple 

Inc., Sony, and Nokia. These demonstrations influ-

enced me in exploring glass outside the finished work 

that I produce.  

Fig 24 – with Eric Meek at Vitra

fig 25  - with Bertil Vallien at Pilchuck
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At RISD we have set aside time every Wednesday night to demonstrate or aid in the making of 

other students’ work.  The students are not just in the glass department and this makes for an excit-

ing collaborative environment.  The demonstrations we give the student body outside of the glass 

department are to provide them with an insight into the possibilities of the material.We call this 

time Hot Nights.  Below are a few examples I use to demonstrate properties of the material during 

Hot Nights.29

Demonstration 1:
Glass can be a conductor of electricity; as a material it can be explosive, a ticking time 
bomb if not cooled or handled correctly.  Showing these properties allows one to understand some 
of the materials’ dynamic properties.  By making two crude electrodes and plugging one end into 
a wall socket and attaching the other to light bulb one could concur we have an open circuit(fig. 

26).  When hot glass is introduced the circuit is completed and therefore the light bulb turns on.  

As the glass cools it loses the movement between electrons and therefore the light bulb slowly 

dims.  Cold glass is not a conductor as there is no movement and can actually be considered an 

insulator.

29 These demonstrations are not completely original.  They have been replicated or borrowed from demonstrations from the 
Corning Museum of Glass, that I have helped with, and other demonstrations I have either participated in, seen or read about.  
These demonstrations are my take and are usually implemented to give a first time glass observer a different experience with the 
material, an experience other than showing production that yields a finished object. 

fig 26 - Glass as a conductor

fig 27 - Demonstration of Glass Techniques to Nari Ward
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Demonstration 2:

To understand this duality of glass one can show the material’s strength and volatility to shock.  

When a gather from the furnace is taken and dropped into a bucket of water it leaves behind a 

Prince Rupert’s drop (fig. 28), a drop of molten glass that has been super cooled due to the water.  

If a bubble is blown with some thickness, knocked off from the blow pipe and allowed to cool at 

room temperature, a Bologna bottle is produced (fig. 29). These two examples show glass as a 

material that is strong in compression and fragile in tension.  If one uses a hammer and hits the 

surface of either the Prince Rupert’s drop or the Bologna bottle nothing happens (compression).  

However, if one breaks the tail of the Rupert’s drop or drops a sharp object into the interior of the 

Bologna bottle, a volatile explosion occurs.  This is due to the tension being broken and released.  

Normally glass is annealed and this type of tension or stress is taken out during the annealing 

process.

fig 28 - Prince Rupert Drop 

fig 29 - Bologna Bottle
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These are but a few of the demonstrations used in showing various properties of the matri-

al.  Most demonstrations are used to allow the artist to showcase their idea or skill with the 

material.  My concern for demonstration is in doing both, showing glass properties and the 

act of making glass objects.30

In the fall of 2011, I was invited 

to Corning, New York to do the 2300°  

at the Corning Museum of Glass 

(fig. 30)31. 2300°  is a time when the 

museum is opened to the public for 

free. In the museum a glassmaker is 

invited to make use of the hot shop 

and its crew while a musician plays 

in the auditorium.  Monitors are 

placed throughout the museum so 

that the public can enjoy the glass demonstration and the music while wandering through 

the museum.  I decided to approach this demonstration as a brief synopsis of my last three 

years in graduate school.  As I have explained earlier, glass has a historic tradition that 

entails a collaborative process that allows for experimentation and conceptual exploration 

to take place.  The Corning stage for demonstrations also has a unique view.  

30 One could denote that glass demonstrations could be considered performance.  Some artists would say that what I am doing is 
a performance.   As a maker, I have to disagree.  In undergrad during Physic, Chemistry or Biology demonstrations in the labora-
tory they were presented as demonstrations – examples of what we, the student, were going to follow and expand upon.  It was a 
learning experience and one that we could further develop through research and trial and error.  Some demonstrations with glass 
are indeed performative.  For me the demonstration is either to show a property or how one comes to an end product.  None of 

this is the right or only way, it is just the way I choose to negotiate the subject of demonstration as a maker. 
31 During my 2300˚ I was assisted by Steve Gibbs, Catherine Harris, George Kennard, Eric Meek, and Lewis Olson.

fig 30  - 2300° at Corning Museum of Glass  
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Their glory hole or glass reheating chamber is equipped with a window and camera 

at the back (fig 31).  This allows for a live feed of what is happening inside the glory hole 

to be depicted upon screens, thus giving both the glassmaker, and the public, a unique 

perspective to the process32.! Implementing the camera as a tool, I devised a plan to dem-

onstrate unseen or invisible happenings in the glass process.  In working with batch, raw 

glass that is normally melted in a furnace, there are unique moments of transformation 

before it becomes the clear material we are accustomed to.  The batch boils and bubbles 

up, but this is only observable as it is heated and usually seen just in the furnace. By plac-

ing the batch on a pastorelli plate, cooking it and then rolling it up on a bubble, one is 

allowed to see this bubbling-up occur through the use of the camera (fig 42).

Next I folded a glass airplane after folding a paper one (fig. 32 and 33).  This was to demon-

strate the transference of material and allowed the public to see the similarities to applied ap-

proaches.  When folding a glass plane the folds are started with a torch and tools.  The folds are 

finished in the glory hole.  This occurs due to heat and gravity allowing for the part that I have 

folded to collapse upon itself, thereby completing the fold. I was able to better witness this through 

the camera, and the public could also see this for the first time.  

Following the airplane I made a glass goblet and stuck that to a piece of pre-made sheet glass.   

The sheet glass was heated and rested on a piece of kiln shelf. Here I wanted to observe the 

slumping of a glass goblet. 

32 The processes of how these objects are made will be explained more in depth in the experimentation section.

fig 31 - Glory Hole with Camera and display
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  fig 32 - Folding Paper
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fig 33 – Folding Glass
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Usually slumping is something one does in a kiln or 

a closed and (non)visible environment.  Through the 

glory hole camera I was able to make this an experi-

ence that all could watch and also witness the move-

ment of the material.  The stem moves first as it is solid; 

it retains the most heat and therefore is more suscep-

tible to moving than even the thinner bowl or cup on 

top.  By observing this movement I was able to better 

understand the slumping process and even develop 

some pieces through my discovery (fig. 34). 

My demonstration concluded by showing the rigid-

ity and the fluidity of the material.  In the workDevices 

for Perception (in)finite (fig. 35) a cone is blown and 

then manipulated into the shape of a horn.  Once this 

curve is established the piece is plunged back into the furnace.  The fresh/molten material con-

trast with the worked out and rigid horn shape.  By blowing into the piece quickly, after the molten 

material is added, the cone stays true to its shape with exception to the newly added glass, which 

expands out and creates a bulbous addition.  A small line marks the beginnings and end of this 

contrast.  Here one is able to 

see the formal shaping and 

tooling of the material juxta-

posed with the act of blowing 

out an untouched bubble.  The 

end piece is a curious form 

that allows the two approaches 

to be married into a single 

object.

fig 34 - Cups slumping 

fig 35  - Devices for Perception (in)finity – 2010
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By demonstrating what I make and applying it to the space at the Corning Museum of Glass, I 

was able to receive feedback from a public and my peers about my process and work.  The hope 

though is not just about me receiving feedback, as much as it is about me conveying a different 

sense of materiality and approach to those in attendance.  The demonstration allowed me to ex-

periment with the way and scenario in which I work.  This enabled me to understand how different 

aspects of my glass training have influenced me as a maker.  Glass has a dual tradition; the studio/

craft tradition and the machine/industrial tradition.  My work and interests have involved looking at 

these two distinct yet intertwined paths.

Experimentation as a way of connecting the industrial 

with the handmade.

There are a few different directions my work takes with 

concern to the notions of industrial and the handmade. My 

idea stems from this proposition/hypothesis:  

If man created machines and now machines create the 

things man once made, then I can look at the ways in which 

machines make and implement a different approach to the 

material through my hands.  

The greatest dilemma faced by the modern artisan-
craftsman is the machine.  Is it a friendly tool or an enemy 
replacing the work of the human hand?33  

As a maker I believe we can and must learn from these ma-

chines or industrial processes in order to acquire new ways of 

creating glass forms.  Due to this influx of using machines in production versus using able bod-

ies the workshops of the past began to fade away.  Machines took over the skills and labor once 

obtained and preformed by man.   

33 Richard Sennett, The Craftsman (New Haven : Yale University Press, 2008) p81

fig 36 - Marcel Duchamp - To 
Have the Apprentice in the Sun - 1914
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Marcel Duchamp’s 1914 drawing To Have the Apprentice in the Sun (fig. 36), is a commentary 

on this machine versus man scenario.  His idea comes from Alfred Jarry’s story Le Surmale (The 

Supermale) from 1902. The story is described as ‘a cynical tale concerning human survival in a 

world of machines.’34 !

   Richard Sennett’s The Craftsman pin-points the place and time that glassmaking turned to ma-

chines and away from apprentices and the handmade.  

French glassmakers learned how to make larger sheets of glass, at the Saint-Germain glass- works 
under the direction of Abraham Thévart, who in 1688 cast sheets in one piece eighty to eighty-four 
inches high and forty to forty-seven inches wide. This was, the historian Sabine Melchior-Bonnet re-
marks, ‘‘a size heard of previously only in fairy tales,’’ though the glass itself remained in its medieval 
chemical formula.

He continues:

This machine procedure set a higher standard of a perfectly flat pane than the glassblower could 
ever achieve by working traditionally; the machine rollers made the glass absolutely, uniformly thick.

In this latter version, the machine sets the terms of quality, raising the game to a standard the human 
hand and eye cannot achieve.35 !

Here we see the industrial age pushing away craft, the sense of man to make things singularly and 

by hand.  Machines do not work in this manner.  First they cannot adapt like man can and second-

ly machines can only form and do a task that has no emotion and no sense of style.   However, by 

understanding the ways that machines produce, a new insight into making through the hand can 

be recognized.   This new method can allow a glassmaker to go beyond the normal constraints of 

glassblowing and the mindless copying of a machine.  In this transference of innovative methods 

for working glass, a new material sensibility can be achieved.

The first look at how industry has influenced my practice of experimentation would be with 

concern to the batch.  Batch, defined previously, is the raw state of the material before it is intro-

duced to the furnace and melted into workable/malleable glass.  If we look at the recipe (figure 

14) we will observe that some of these ingredients are readily available around town.  Here at 

RISD the glass studio is above the ceramic facility; ceramic studios are excellent venues to forage 

for the raw ingredients that make up glass.

34 Ades, Cox and Hopkins Marcel Duchamp (London: Thames and Hudson, 1999) p116-117 

35 Richard Sennett, The Craftsman (New Haven : Yale University Press, 2008) p 100
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In learning the process of making and melting 

batch from Lino Tagliapietra it was not necessarily 

the finished product, the colored glass, that amazed 

me.  Instead it was the bubbling and swirling around 

of the batch as it is cooked in the crucible that fas-

cinated me.  The frothiness simply reminds me of a 

good pour of beer, a sweet frothy head.  In watching 

this and thinking that glass is a material that is able 

to be paused, in a state of stasis, I wondered what 

these pauses or stills look like.  How can they inform 

me, the maker?  Can I drop a conceptual undertone 

into my batch? 

WUDQVIHUHQFH��Q�
�Ǥ� 7KH�DFWLRQ�RU�SURFHVV�RI�WUDQVIHUULQJ��FRQYH\DQFH�IURP�RQH�SODFH��SHUVRQ��RU�WKLQJ�WR�DQ�

RWKHU��WUDQVIHU�
�Ǥ� ��������+��%URRNH�)RRO�RI�4XDOLW\�,,��YLLL�������7KH�WUDQVIHUUDQFH�ZDV�QRW�GLI¿FXOW�
�Ǥ� ��������$��6PLWK�,QT��:HDOWK�RI�1DWLRQV�,,��Y��LL��������7KH�WUDQVIHUHQFH�RI�VWRFN�RU�PRYHDEOH�SURSHUW\�
�Ǥ� ��������7��1HZWH�3URVSHFWV�	�2EVHUY��7RXU�������,Q�$UJ\OHVKLUH LW�EHFDPH�FRPPRQ�WR�FRQYH\�ODQG��DQG�PDNH�RWKHU�WUDQVIHUHQFHV�RI�

SURSHUW\�LQ�ZULWLQJ�
�Ǥ� ��������0��)DUDGD\�&KHP��0DQLS��[Y��������0RGHUDWHO\�VL]HG�IXQQHOV WR�DVVLVW�LQ�WKH�WUDQVIHUHQFH�RI�JDV�LQWR�YHVVHOV�
�Ǥ� �������0RUQ��+HUDOG����-XQH����$�WUDQVIHUHQFH�RI�SRZHU�WR�WKH�PRQH\HG�FODVVHV�
�Ǥ� ��������-��/XEERFN�:LOG�)ORZHUV�L������7KH�WUDQVIHUHQFH�RI�WKH�SROOHQ�IURP�RQH�ÀRZHU�WR�DQRWKHU�LV HIIHFWHG�SULQFLSDOO\�HLWKHU�E\�WKH�

ZLQG�RU�E\�LQVHFWV���

My first such attempt at this was 

in a piece called Transferences in 

glass 1,2,3,4 (fig. 37 and  38)  In 

thinking of pauses or stoppages 

one could come to Duchamp’s 3 

Standard Stoppages (fig. 39).  In 

Transferences I paused the process 

of melting, thereby receiving a 

gradient or measurement of the 

36 Oxford English Dictionary, http://0-www.oed.com.librarycat.risd.edu/view/Entry/204703?redirectedFrom=transference#eid

Fig 37 - Transferences in Glass 1,2,3,4 

Fig 38 - Transferences in Glass 1,2,3,4 
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in-between state of batch becoming 

glass.  For 3 Standard Stoppages: ‘Du-

champ took three one-meter lengths 

of strings and dropped them from a 

height of one-meter on to a canvas.  

He then stuck the threads down and 

thereby fixed the new lengths that 

chance, gravity and the whims’ of the 

thread had created.’37

In my case the string is the batch 

but instead of letting the string complete its journey I would like for it to remain in a state of sta-

sis, to float.  Duchamp continually asks the viewer to see the ambiguous problems that surround 

us.  What is this unit of measurement and how does it, or can it change?  Transferences 1,2,3,4  

asks similar questions.  Where does this clear material come from and what do the states between 

batch and clear glass reveal?  In regards to the sheet of partially cooked batch if you add heat 

for a longer period of time then we could conceivably get a small sheet of clear glass. Usually 

this stasis state of the material is not preserved for in a furnace the batch is cooked thoroughly to 

yield clear glass. Therefore I am not asking what we already know about glass, that it is clear – but 

instead how does this happen?

At RISD we have Spectrum 96 glass (fig. 39).38  This glass comes as a readymade mate-

rial or cullet that we simply place back into the furnace so that we have a clear glass to 

gather and use.  The advantage of cullet is that it is healthier for students to charge and 

is less corrosive on the furnace than batch.39  However, due to this cullet, there is a limited under-

standing of the evolution of the material in respect to the students. The cullet has already been 

melted once and therefore, some of the fluxes (such as soda) have been cooked out.  This cook-

37 Ades, Cox and Hopkins Marcel Duchamp (London: Thames and Hudson, 1999) p79 
38 For annealing chart of Spectrum 96 studio nuggets go to the appendix.

39 Charging is the process of filling the furnace with batch or cullet.  The batch or cullet melts and becomes homogenous with the molten glass in 
the furnace and is then ready for use.

fig39 Marcel Duchamp – 3 Standard Stoppages, 1913 – 1914 
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ing out of the fluxes make 

the glass slightly stiffer and 

gives it a higher viscosity 

or more resistance to flow.  

Cullet is not as forgiving 

to work as a batch based 

glass, nonetheless both are 

workable and essentially 

have their ups or downs.

In industry the glass is melted in furnaces that have a material capacity in the tons, while in the 

school or studio setting glass is melted in furnaces well under a 1000lbs.  I wanted to see what a 

sheet of this semi-melted material can offer, what a very minute amount of batch could yield.  By 

taking a plate of kiln shelf and baking kiln wash on it I began to spread my batch on to the plate, 

sifting and packing it in between pieces of metal on the plate.  These pieces of metal are called 

ferreti and are designed to hold/keep cane or small 

glass rods from rolling off the plate.  By making thin-

ner ferreti and placing them into a rectangle of 11” by 

8.5” by a depth of .0625” I am essentially making a thin 

sheet that mimics the dimensions of a piece of paper.  

These dimensions also coincide with the measure-

ments taken from the glass sheet I had previously made 

through blowing and slumping (fig 41 and 42).40

 

40 See page 52 figure 55 for diagram of  the Cylinder Method

fig 40  - Studio Nuggets 

fig 41 - 11 x 8.5 blown sheet with single Studio Nugget
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Here there is transference in the materiality: paper to glass, batch to glass, cullet to glass.  

When thinking about paper and how we interact with it one could come to these actions: we 

draw on it, type on it, print on it, fold it, cut it and tear it to name a few – turns out you can do 

the same with glass.  

 

In heating this thin sheet of batch on a kiln shelf I am able 

to pause the cooking process before it turns into the clear mate-

rial to which we are accustomed.  Here we can start to imagine 

the bonds in glass and the mystery that captured the alchemist of 

former years.  It is my belief that in this stasis a new material sensi-

bility is achieved.  It is here that we can go back to Duchamp and 

his curiosity as to the definable length of a meter in 3 Standard 

Stoppages.  A new measurement is formed by chance, just as a 

new texture and material state is realized upon the kiln shelf.  By 

placing this sheet of melted batch with its clear counterpart, a new 

structure is realized.  The compatibility of material is pushed.  Compatibility is the fit between 

two glasses. Essentially, do these glasses (two different states) stay together or crack and split 

apart? 

The paper in our printers and copiers, is an industrial made material.  It is something 

we constantly interact with, whether it is in a sketchbook, on a pad or in a printer. I have al-

ways been interested in its accessibility and the idea that certain paper sizes are a basic form 

of measurement.  In thinking of the possibilities of paper being read as a standard measure-

ment one could draw a parallel to Mel Bochner’s works on paper.  Here Bochner presents, 

“Sheets of graph paper gridded perspectivally or isometrically, that is, a paper support with 

spatial given, offered an inherent enclosure as volume and dimension.  Projecting into those 

spaces of paper led to the first hints of eventual measurement works.”41

41 Mel Bochner: Number and Shape (Baltimore Maryland: The Baltimore Museum of Art, 1976) p12 

fig 42 -  Batch and Melted Sheet
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Paper is a readymade material where concepts can be explained.  A simple shift from one of 

Bochner’s works could simply be: 

fig 43 - Mel Bochner  - 8” Measurement, 1969  
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11” x 8.5” x .005”.
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fig 44 - Paper Sizes – A4 
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When I am referring to paper it will be that of the A4 letter size with dimensions of 11” x 8.5” x 

.005”. (One might notice that I also have the depth for a piece of paper, the simple explanation for 

this being that I work in and live in three dimensions). 

As a child I folded paper into airplanes.  This I learned from my father, a retired US Air Force 

Colonel.  In Portrait of Col. David R. McNabb USAF (fig. 46) I was interested in the transferences 

from one industrial material that is 

manipulated by hand, to a material 

and form that is handmade.  

Glass allows the underfolds to be 

seen.  Glass retains the memory of 

these folds like the paper.  However, 

the underfolds on the paper are 

masked by its opacity.  In trying to 

replicate or copy an object a paral-

lel can be drawn by looking at Tom 

Friedman’s Untitled, 1990, there’s a wrinkled piece of white paper(fig. 47).  Next to it is another 

white piece of wrinkled paper.  The wrinkles of the paper, like the pieces of paper themselves, look 

the same but they aren’t the same, they can’t be.’42  Friedman’s work is a simple reproduction of 

itself, a clone. In thinking of a mirror and how it applies to the world, I decided to make another 

piece with this transference of paper to glass. 

Here I used Bo Jackson’s rookie cards from his two sports – baseball and football – and placed 

them in an infinity box, two mirrors placed so that they reflect back on themselves.  In looking at 

the cards I wondered how the cards in the mirror seemed just as real but reversed.  Could I make 

a reversed baseball card that when reflected in a mirror would become legible?  In making the 

glass cards, I used an enamel printer that enables the design to be fired onto the glass.  Once Bo 

Jackson’s picture and information is fired on, it becomes a permanent fixture upon his new glass 

42 Tom Friedman (New York: Phaidon, 2001) p75

fig 47  - Tom Friedman - Untitled, 1990 
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fig 45 with Col. Dave at MacDill AFB Tampa, FL

fig 46 - Portrait of Colonel David R. McNabb 
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rookie card. (fig. 48)  Here a 

discrepancy exists between 

the real and virtual world or 

the tangible and intangible 

image presented in the mir-

rors. 

The world in the mirror 

could be seen as a virtual 

world. Since the baseball 

card or any object in front of a 

mirror becomes reflected in the mirror one could conclude that the reflection is just an image.  It is 

an image you cannot grasp; one that is presented on a flat mirrored plane and thus an intangible 

image.  Through reversing the print on the glass baseball card and placing it in front of a mirror 

the reflected image becomes readable.  The illusion becomes attainable.

The next time I dealt with this discrepancy of tangible and intangible image I decided to take 

away the mirror.  This time I used a dollar bill.  I wanted the dollar bill to look found, much as if 

someone places a dollar on a counter for a tip or if it drops from your pocket.  I came to the con-

clusion to print dollar bills in reverse, the same way as the ball cards, and fold them opposite of 

their real counterparts, For What it’s Worth. (fig. 49)  

The world reflected in a mirror becomes a world of glass. This glass world could be consid-

ered virtual and absent of real physical boundaries.  To further augment this notion the mirror 

is absent in For What it’s Worth. However, it still is implied in the space that exists between the real 

dollar bill and its mirror counter part. This reproduction and cloning brought me to Jean Baudril-

lard’s essay Clone Story, which also speaks of Walter Benjamin’s essay Art in the Age of Mechani-

cal Reproduction.

fig 48  - Bo Knows 
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The individual is destined to serial propagation.  It is necessary to revisit what Walter Benjamin said 
of the work of art in the age of mechanical reproducibility.  What is lost in the work that is serially re-
produced, is its ‘aura’, its singular quality of the here and now, its aesthetic form …  What is lost is the 
original, which only a history itself nostalgic and retrospective can reconstitute as “authentic”.43!

Friedman’s Untitled, 1990, my Portrait of Col. David R. McNabb USAF (RET), Bo Knows Bo, and For 

What it’s Worth all incorporated this idea of duplicity and question the original.  However, all are 

handmade works, in reality not perfect copies or perfect material transformations of one another.  

Therefore, the work’s aura is still intact, as argued by Benjamin.

In further thinking of the aura and placing it into glassmaking we can see how manmade ob-

jects can shift or lose this sense of aura.  Giacinto Di Pietrantonio’s essay The Craftsman and the 

Manufacturer echoes Benjamin by looking at the process of handmade glass: ‘The traditional 

method of working from a gob of melted glass into which the craftsman breathed his body and 

soul, making use of his great manual skill.’44 As a result, blown glass and its traditional handmade 

methods yield an aura, thus yielding something different than machines.  However, in looking at 

glass factories in Europe it is hard to discern the difference from man and machine.

This past summer I worked for the Corning Museum of Glass at Art Basel/Design Miami in Basel 

Switzerland, after which I was able to travel through Europe on a grant from RISD. One of my stops 

was in Kufstein Austria.  Kufstein is the home of Riedel, known as the wine glass company. (fig. 

49,50,51) At Riedel they make different shapes of wine glasses to coincide with the different types 

43 Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation (Ann Arbor: The University of Michagan Press, 2009) p99 

44 Giacinto Di Pietrantonio, “The Craftsman and the Manufacturer”Glasstress (Milan: Evizioni Charts, 2009) p38 

fig 49 - For what it’s worth paper/ glass
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of wine.  During the course of my journey and time in Europe I kept a journal.  The entry after my 

visit to Riedel reads as below:

6/24
Men become like the machines that are replacing them:
There becomes a limit when using a mold, when using calipers, when a lip is not opened 
by the dexterity of the hand, when a piece is untooled. 
In becoming like a machine man becomes singular, a linear perspective to material and to making.  
A fluidity to production with concern to one thing, end product.  
A machine is made with limitations, that of an end product, 
a man is not, however, a man may choose this.

This was not the first time I had wit-

nessed glassmaking in a factory.  This 

experience of watching men perform 

like machines, was similar to what I 

had seen in Finland at the Iittala fac-

tory.  The Alva Alto  (fig. 53) vase is 

produced there and the eeriness of 

my encounter did not happen until I 

was getting ready to leave.  In a book 

about the factory I saw a picture from 

the early seventies. In it was a picture 

of a glassmaker who looked similar to one we had just seen.  In fact it was the same person.  He 

had been doing the same job, making the Alto Vase, for over 40 years.  He is considered a master 

glassmaker, his limits are to the mold, 

to the specificities of the end piece.  

A machine-like quality exists due to 

this glassmaker’s specificity.  In this 

situation a man turns the pipe and 

blows the first breath into the future 

vase.  However, with mold automa-

tion and no finishing required, at 

least in the hot shop, the aura of this 

fig 50 - Riedel factory entrance

fig 51 - Riedel factory hot shop
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handmade yet replicated object comes into question.  Here 

man could be considered as being entirely taken out of the 

equation, the breath from a pneumatic blower, the turning 

from a series of gears and pistons.  This scenario could bring 

us back to Marcel Duchamp’s drawing (fig ) To Have  the 

Apprentice in the Sun.  Machines are taking away or trying to 

mimic the handmade; however, in this transference the object 

loses its aura.   In no place is this greater represented then in 

the glass processes used to make sheet glass. 

Sheet or flat glass was originally produced through two pro-

cesses of glassblowing.  These processes are named the crown (fig. 54) and the cylinder method (fig. 

55).  However, now due to the demand and size required for sheet glass, man has become obsolete 

as machines can achieve a scale and precision man is unable to.  Our ingenuity produced machines 

that we must care for, nonetheless a machine that takes away the handmade origins of the products we 

need.

In the work (in)finity in a bag of chips(fig. 56,57) and 

the glass goblets (fig. 58) I produce we could also find these 

attempts at presenting the nuances and subtleties between 

machine and handmade processes.  The following text ac-

companied the work (in)finity in a bag of chips:

In the small exists the grandiose.   A chip bag contains 
a reflective surface that allows the contents of the bag 
to stay fresher longer. In the 50’s Mylar was seen as an 
excellent material for this purpose. In the act of looking 
into one such bag when all contents have been emptied 
or consumed, one sees a metallic interior. This reflective surface, reflecting itself, denotes 
the idea of a hall of mirrors or infinity. This new empty infinite space can be filleted open, 
thus becoming a pseudo mirror. A product with this reflective quality can mimic glass when 
mirrored. Glass, an amorphous solid, can be made into a flat sheet or plane. This plane 
can be folded, thus mimicking the act of folding and seaming together of a Mylar sheet to 
make the all-familiar chip bag.

fig 52 - Riedel products

fig 53 - Alva Alto Vase 
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Through taking a flat sheet of glass and lay-

ing it on a pastorelli plate/kiln shelf I am able 

to heat it in the hotshop and pick it up on a 

blow pipe.  Once this is done I can seam it 

together similar to how a Mylar chip bag is 

joined.  When the glass is sealed together it 

can be inflated and given more volume.  In 

this volume exists space, once mirrored it be 

comes (in)finite.45 

In making these spaces that show (in)finity 

I attempted to make a small utilitarian refer-

ence, the chip bag and then the glass goblet. 

The chip bag is a material and industrial trans-

lation where as the goblet is just an industrial 

one. Below is an excerpt from a text concerning 

my utilitarian interest, the glasses and my cur-

rent pursuit:

The objects we hold by hand used to be 
made by hand. Now the hand of the maker is 
replaced by the components of the machine. 
Go back to the last time you spent some 
good coin at a restaurant. All ingredients 
were prepared by hand not processed by 
a machine. A meal is meticulously placed 
together and arranged by a chef. However, 
the objects of containment are made from 
machines. The plate you eat off of to the 
glass you drink from fit into this mold. 46  

45 Often when using the words infinite or infinity one will find that my version appears as (in)finite or (in)finity.  This is due to the fact 
that these places that I am trying to show as infinite are actually definable small (model like) spaces.   Therefore they are a facsimile or 
a pause of the infinite henceforth I show it as (in)finite or (in)finity.

46 Text from Notes and Words: (un)utilitarian glass: The fate of the utilitarian – full text in appendix

fig 54 - Rondel method  

fig 55 - Cylinder Method 
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fig 56 (In)finity in a Bag of Chips

fig 57 (In)finity in a Bag of Chips (detail)
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By making 

the same style 

of cup over and 

over again I am 

forcing a ma-

chine like quality 

upon myself.  

I am becoming 

machine.  Here 

the practice of 

making cups is 

as much a test of 

muscle memory 

as it is patience.  A machine could be described as all-patient and having ultimate precision for 

the given task therefore having a far superior muscle memory.  My cups are off, imperfect. They, 

as with the machine made glasses, are comprised of a bowl, a stem and a foot.  There are numer-

ous variances in mine: volume of the cup, length of the stem and width of the foot.  Really I make a 

poor machine but in doing this practice of replication and repetition I get a different sense of flow.  

The cups after a few hours start becoming similar.  The transference between my eyes, my brain 

and my hands sharpen, the variation narrows.  Through this flow it doesn’t necessarily become 

about the end cup but the meditation of making.  Lino once told Dante and Dante told me that 

making cups is like playing musical scales but really allows one to make anything.  

It becomes about understanding proportion, parts and spatial awareness.

The biggest differences between machine and man with concern to glassmaking are man’s 

spatial awareness during the act of making and man’s ability to understand where one’s end 

product can land.  A machine can only perceive or relate to what it has been programmed for, a 

man can adapt.  The objects made from looking at these transferences of man and machine are 

not necessarily new but they are different.  Whether it is the breath that places my body and soul 

into the object or its uniqueness from the others, an aura is present.  In this aura it is my hope that 

fig 58 Martini Glasses Full and Empty
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other forms and discoveries between the industrial and handmade can be found and pushed.  

The works of Duchamp, Bochner and Friedman all had this interplay with machines.  Duch-

amp was pointing out the rigidness of a world led by machines.  We can observe this in many of 

his works but for me the focus is through his drawing from Le Surmale and again in his work 3 

Standard Stoppages.   A similar story exists with Bochner, by showing a piece of paper as a defin-

able unit of measurement it was an artist, a man, who was adapting and showing these nuances 

to this changing world.  With Friedman a man was attempting to copy a piece of copy paper. By 

adapting, man will always be a step ahead of machines.  In respect to glass none of these links 

between these two different ways of making, machine and man, could be present if it hadn’t been 

for the pursuit and understanding of traditional glassblowing techniques.

Experimentation/Reinterpretation of Traditional Glass Working Techniques

Along with my brethren I marvel at the glass techniques of culturally enriched systems of 

glassmaking present in Bohemia, Scandinavia and Venetia.  Over the years I have been fortunate 

to travel to and work in these glass cultures.  A departure point is often taken from these historic 

traditions that allows for something new to be discovered.  A new discovery can happen through 

taking an old (traditional) technique and adapting it to a new modern day context.  Sometimes it is 

simply experimenting with these techniques that allows for a new discovery.  

The first example of this way of working that I encountered was through Lino Tagliapietra. In 

Murano there was a constant pursuit at figuring out the next innovative technique or design to set 

your mark as a glassmaker and bring further prestige to your factory.   

In 1938 Paolo Venini, owner and founder of Venini glass Murano, invited a young Swedish 

designer, Tyra Lundgren to his factory to work.47  Her Leaf design started a dialogue between 

Italian and Scandinavian glass that is still prevalent today (fig. 59)  Lino’s brother-in-law, Checco 

Ongaro, worked at Venini and introduced Lino to the technique in the 1960s.  In 1996 at Pilchuck 

Glass School in Stanwood, Washington, Lino reinterpreted the technique.  His reinterpretation is 
47Anna Venini Diaz De Santillana, 9HQLQL�*ODVV�������±������(Milano: Skira editore, 2000) p 308
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called the Pilchuck 96 technique.  It 

can be viewed in numerous of his works 

such as the Dinosaur series (fig. 60)

The Leaf is started through the pick-

ing up of glass canes, from a pastorelli 

plate, onto a bubble.  Once the canes 

are rolled up they are twisted with a 

central spine being made by dragging 

tweezers through the material.  After the 

cane is twisted and the spine of the leaf 

is marked, the glassmaker grabs one 

end of the bubble, lifts the pipe end 

up and lets the bubble sag spine-end 

down.  This makes a stomach-like shape 

and was inspiration for Lino’s Batman series (fig. 61).  The piece is then 

exchanged from a blowpipe to a pontil rod, trimmed in such a way as 

to leave the stem of the leaf and spun open.  In Lino’s Pilchuck 96 he 

does not twist the cane and after transferring the bubble to a pontil he 

trims it as a normal cup.  At this point he attaches a larger blowpipe 

on to the opened bubble (cup) and makes a piece with the technique 

Dinosaur.

The Leaf sat in 

Lino’s mind for almost thirty years before be-

coming something other, something different.  

Having accessibility to people such as Lino has 

enabled me to see this progression of technique 

and help me pursue my own adaptations.   

fig 59  - Tyra Lundgren, Leaf, 1938 

fig 60 – Lino Tagliapietra, Dinosaur, 1998

fig 61 – Lino Tagliapietra, Batman, 2001 
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Reticello is a glass technique inspired by the 

nets and lace that surround the Venetian culture.  

I learned the technique through assisting Dante 

Marioni (fig. 62) and Janusz Pozniak (fig. 63,64), 

and they learned the technique from Lino. To begin 

glass canes are picked up on a collar of a blowpipe.  

The canes are then twisted and a cup with a small 

hole in the bottom is made.  On a new pipe the 

same amount of cane is picked up and twisted the 

opposite direction from the first.  This new bubble is 

then stuffed into its predecessor making a grid like 

pattern.  If you imagine a cane as a single finger 

and a pick up as the rest of the fingers on your 

hand, you can demonstrate the technique quite eas-

ily.  If you place your fingers from your right hand 

over the ones of your left so that they crisscross you 

will notice that there are gaps or space in between 

this crossing.  If they (your fingers) were glass, heated and inflated this space would become 

smaller and contract hence the tiny bubbles in the pattern.

fig 62 - Dante Marioni – Reticello Pair, 2009 

fig 64 - Janusz Pozniak – Sanctuary, 2009

fig 63 - Janusz Pozniak – Sanctuary, 2009
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My works (In)finite Models, Wings, Cabinet for Spatial Recognition and 2 Studies of Compres-

sion are all made with the use of reticello.  For (In)finite Models (fig. 65)I was exploring wormholes 

and other spatial entities that are seen as theoretical.  Wormholes are typically drawn out on a 

graph-like structure and essentially represented by a series of plotted points (fig. 66).  Instead of 

using the traditional white or black cane seen in reticello I used clear or crystal cane and then 

mirrored the end piece. By making the pieces clear I am able to draw attention to the bubbles.  

Through mirroring the pieces I make the bubbles their own micro atmospheres that contain the 

reflection of the viewer such as in (In)finite Models and  Cabinet for Spatial Recognition (fig. 67).  

For Wings (fig. 68) I had a slightly different approach. Here I stuffed blown crystal cups with our 

Spectrum studio glass and then pulled this into canes.  

The pattern in reticello when casing it with crystal 

changes the visual orientation of the bubbles. The 

bubbles are no longer the focal point as they intersect 

where the lines from the different canes intertwine.  

Thus the space in between the squares is left clear 

and acts as a distortional lens when mirrored. In can-

celing out the individual bubble I decided to draw it 

into focus with the piece 2 Studies of Compression (fig. 

69a,b,c).

fig 65 - (in)finite models 

fig 66 - Wormhole diagram
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 In 2 Studies of Compression the viewer encounters 

a balloon squeezed between a gallery wall and a 

window juxtaposed with a pair of small calipers mea-

suring an indiscernible bubble.  (fig. 69c).  If reticello 

could be considered two cups being placed together, 

one inflated into another, compression could be a term 

used to describe the pressing of these two layers.  By 

making a cylinder out of the pattern, cutting it open 

and slumping it into a flat sheet I am left with a sheet 

of bubbles.  One such sheet that has been mirrored 

can be seen in Cabinet for Spatial Recognition (fig. 

67).  Through cutting out a single bubble and plac-

ing calipers around it I was trying 

to measure an indiscernible space, 

much as the balloon takes up an 

indiscernible space in the gallery.  

The bubble from the reticello finds 

itself in its present circumstances 

trapped between two sheets much as 

the balloon is compressed between 

a gallery wall and window. The work, 

my process, is fueled by my explora-

tion of the material and experiments 

that are rooted in demonstration, 

industrial glass and handmade glass.  

fig 67 - Cabinet for Spacial Recognition

fig 68 - Just the Three of Us: Wings 

61 fig 69 a - 2 Studies of Compression 
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fig 69b  - 2 Studies of Compression – 
showing compression of balloon 
between gallery wall and window

fig 69c - 2 Studies of Compression – Calipers with single reticello bubble
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In negotiating my way through life with a material as a guide, discoveries abound.  From my work-

ing with a Venetian maestro to participating in demonstrations that illustrate properties of the mate-

rial, an infinite progression resonates.  

Glass is a material that acts as a catalyst for the interactions that take place in our daily lives.  

By experimenting with and demonstrating glass to a larger public, new innovative ways of using 

and understanding the material are possible.  Conceptually experimentation is about using the 

material in a broad spectrum, from identifying elements on a periodic table to showcasing the 

making of objects at the human scale.   This is but part of the way I define my practice in glass.
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fig 70 – Glass Tools and bench
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Chapter 3: Production Lab
Production Lab is the place

 where I conceptualize the work

 I produce; it is my studio space.   

My studio practice consists of 

adapting and meshing my con-

ceptual notions with the material.  

Here there is a synthesis between 

the Glass Age and my work. 

I attach myself to things.  I am a producer of things; however, I am not attached to the 

things I produce.  I am attached to the making. An idea comes as a challenge or a rein-

terpretation of what is already present, a riffing of sorts. Expressing the materiality of the 

work conceptually and tangibly is at the forefront of my studio practice.  Glass is a material 

that we are bound to and is essential to our everyday living and survival.  In creating glass 

things a division exists between stating that I am an artist or I am a designer.  

I negotiate this by saying that I am a maker.  In my time spent working as a gaffer for 

artists or designers, I decided that I needed to find a more common ground for my own 

making.  This common ground or play into duality focuses upon a term I came across from 

the late designer Tobias Wong: 

SDUD�FRQ�FHS¶�WX�DO��������DGM�

2I��UHODWLQJ�WR��RU�EHLQJ�SDUWLDOO\�FRQFHSWXDO�
�QR�ORQJHU�KDYLQJ�WR�EH�MXVW�SXUHO\�WKDW���

Wong treats design as a medium rather than a discipline to show how it em-
braces the aesthetics traditionally relegated to the fine arts. He’s coined the term 
“paraconceptual´�to describe his dismantling of the hierarchies between “art” and 
“design.” In Wong’s hands, both have similar goals.�49

These goals are communicative and here it is about the transfer of ideas.  Whether a view-

er is able to take home the designed object or sculptural object tangibly or not is of little 

48͆Paraconceptual͇� http://www.brokenoff.com/paraconceptual.html ,  accessed 12/04/11

49͆Tobias”, http://www.brokenoff.com/tobias.html, accessed 12/04/11

fig 71 – sign above studio 
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difference.  For me the taking home comes in the form 

of the viewers’ experience with the object.  The hope 

is that a common thread between what I made and the 

viewer’s experience can evoke a memory later on.  

Tobias’ works Alto Door Stop (2003) (fig. 72), 

concrete cast into an Alvar Alto vase (fig. 53) , and 

Money Pad (2000)(fig. 73), a stack of 100 single dollar 

bills turned into a stack of Post-its! exhibit this dual-

ity.  These pieces evoke memories for me.  

Alto Door Stop reminds me of the Alto Vase 

I have on my kitchen table and the time 

spent in the factory in which the vase was 

produced.  Money pad recalls any of the 

numerous iterations one has come across 

concerning the dollar bill.  These pieces 

provide an accessibility.  This accessibility comes through the experiencing and remembering of 

the objects.  Can I make objects that evoke this and are readily accessible?

The work in a studio practice

The challenge in making lies in the transference between my eyes, my brain and my hands.  

I am simply limited to what I can do.  The endeavors in the studio are to broaden this by challeng-

ing my limitations as a maker and a thinker.  As a maker I play into the natural beauty of glass.  The 

things I make become my voice, yet how does the world interpret these things? 

I first interpret the things I make through tools held by my hands. 

fig 72 - Tobias Wong – Alto Door Stop, 2003

fig 73 - Tobias Wong – Money Pad, 2000
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Calluses from turning and stopping on the Left 
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Calluses from turning, stopping and tooling on the Right 
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I touch a tool to feel a material…
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With this notion of hand comes the notion of seeing through the hand. There are many makers 

who readily acknowledge this. Tapio Wirkkala, the Finnish designer, is the paradigm for thinking 

through the hand. He notes:

Making things with my hands means a lot to me.  I could even say that when I sculpt or 
mold nature’s materials it has an almost therapeutic effect.  They inspire me and lead me 
on to new experiments.  They transport me into another world.  A world in which, if eye-
sight fails, my fingertips see the movement and the continuous emergence of geometrical 
forms.50 !

My hands fidget when not readily working, searching out for what to go to, searching for a mate-

rial to hold.  The material gives the hand of the maker a suggestion of its future intent.  Glass, be-

ing my focus, is a material with a memory of its own production and a material that follows its own 

laws.  Wirkkala suggests, “I have the feeling that materials try something according to their own 

laws and the artist’s task is to direct its movement towards the end.”51 !   The tools in my hand are 

there to suggest this movement, there to help it flow into its end.   

This idea of thinking with ones’ hand can be described further by Martin Heidegger in What 

Calls for Thinking?

Perhaps thinking, too, is just something like building a cabinet.  At any rate, it is a craft, 
a ‘handicraft,’ and therefore has a special relationship to the hand. (…)  But the hand’s 
essence can never be determined, or explained, by its being an organ which can grasp. 
(…)   But the craft of the hand is richer then we commonly imagine. (…) Every motion of the 
hand in every one of its works carries itself through the element of thinking, every bearing 
of the hand bears itself in that element.  All work of the hand is rooted in thinking. 52

If my hand is indeed an instrument of thinking then it could be considered as an instrument that 

seeks.  My hands have a desire to make, I have a desire to make.  In this there exists a quest to 

understand the beginnings.   How did I become a maker?  

50 Tapio Wirkkala, eye, hand and thought (Helsinki: Werner Soderstrom Osakeyhtio, 2002) p. 21

51 ibid, p. 17 
52 As quoted in, Steven Hall, Juhani Pallasmaa and Alberto Perez – Gomez, Questions of Perception Phenomenology of Archi-
tecture (San Francisco: William K Stout Pub, 2006) p 28
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Learning could be divided into two categories, nature and nurture. Our nature and nurture 

get us through the past, brings us to the present and pushes us into the future. In thinking about 

how I got myself 

into these present 

circumstances of 

being a maker in 

graduate school, 

I set on a quest 

of handmaking a 

globe to signify my 

existence.  Do we 

only know what we 

see? Can we only 

understand what 

we are taught?  My 

piece Where I’ve been�LV�Where I’m at (fig. 74 a,b) presents a 13” diameter glass sphere repre-

senting the globe.  Inside the sphere there is a smaller mirrored sphere.  Both spheres are fitted 

to a metal rod suggesting the 

earth’s axis tilt.  A metal arma-

ture on top of a turned wood 

stand supports the rod connect-

ing the two spheres.  The metal, 

wood and glass are all made by 

hand.

The outer sphere contains 

red lines marking the Equator, 

Tropic of Cancer and Capri-

corn.  The sphere also contains 

black dots connected by black lines.  These dots and lines represent the cities I have flown to.  My 

fig 74 a  - Where I’ve been is where I’m at  - with airline safety cards

fig 74 a  - Where I’ve been is where I’m at  - detail
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nature has been to travel and to make.  The nurture has been from the places I have traveled to 

and people I have learned from.  In making my own globe I am able to realize how little I have 

been exposed to in this vast world.  The mirrored sphere in the work becomes a reflection of my 

memories, my past travels and at the same time places the viewer in the piece.

Jorge Luis Borges’s poem Mirrors recalls the notion of one encountering their own reflection:

I am no longer alone. There is something there.

In the dawn reflections mutely stage the show.! 53

The eeriness of your own reflection becomes apparent.  In the inner mirrored globe of 

Where I’ve been, is Where I’m at the viewers reflection is distorted, here the distortion 

sweeps you across the globe, you travel.  

Mirrors are seen as manipulating the sense of sight.   Josiah McElheny (fig. 75) adheres to 

this dialog concerning mirrors in his final line of A Short History of the Glass Mirror, “Nothing to do 

with the mirror is ever fixed – reflections of ourselves are always in flux.”54 Even though these 

53 Josiah McElheny, a Prism (New York: skira Rizzoli, 2010) p 212 

54 ibid., p 210

fig 75 - Josiah McElheny – Possible Mirrors, 2002
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devices are used to observe 

ourselves there is some-

thing artificial about the 

reflection.  

In its flatness the mir-

ror compresses our own 

dimensional state.  We 

are depicted on a sheet 

of reflective glass, we are 

trapped in a single plane, 

upon a single pane.  My 

works such as Devices for 

Perception (in)finite (fig. 76) show further distortion of one’s surroundings by allowing one to travel 

visually through the inside of a small curved white form.  These perceptual devices could be seen 

as a direct lineage to my previous work such as Models for Space: (In)finite and Worm Holes (fig. 

77). The mirror is an engaging and sometimes overused object in art making, it is bright and shiny, 

it caters to our narcissistic desires.  However, the mirror 

can also be used as a way of depicting a event.  Meta-

phorically, objects and mirrors can alter the viewer’s 

perception and allow us to reflect upon where we 

might be. 

fig 76 - Devices for Perception (in)finity

fig 77 – (in)finite Model – detail
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Negotiating Space: The Work in a Gallery Situation 

In the work I made for the 

show Incidental/Essential the 

idea of mirroring a situation is 

present.  The note on the show 

poster stated:  In transitions of 

the everyday we leave things 

behind some thought out, 

some not markers of where we 

have been.  Throughout the 

space and mingling with other 

artists’ work, visitors found 

beer, wine and champagne glasses.  The glasses contents have been consumed and they look as 

if they are waiting to be picked up and cleaned.  However, this was the piece I had submited to 

the show.  My piece’s title was After the Opening 

(fig. 78). These typical opening night cups were 

anything but typical; they were handmade and 

had lipstick smears on the lips of the cups and 

finger smudges on the vessel.  These markings 

mirrored their utilitarian origins. The fingerprint 

smudges and lipstick were fired on enamels, thus 

becoming a permanent marking on a seemingly 

regular yet handmade cup. 

 The origins of my idea conceptually and 

rationally came from Josiah McElheny’s Metal 

Party. (fig. 79)  The Metal Party was in response 

to a Bauhaus party, of the same name, in the 

1920’s55.!  However, my work was not in response 

55 ibid., p 174 - 177

fig 78 - After the Opening 

fig 79 - Josiah McElheny  - The Metal Party: 
Reconstructing a Party held in Dessau on 
February 9, 1929, 2001
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to either party but more a remembrance of a picture from McElheny’s party.  In looking at the lone 

figure standing amonst the detritus, we can wonder did he miss out on the proceedings, was he 

just late or is he the last man standing?  Either way I wanted people to come to the show and get a 

feeling that something had already taken place or wonder why this detritus had not been cleaned 

up.  In these states of confusion a similar distortion could be concluded as happening within a 

non-flat mirror.  

In After the Opening I was also trying to rethink my work in a gallery space.  How can I make 

my work accessible to all?  Accessibility in a gallery or white cube space is not an easy undertak-

ing and by no means am I saying that mine was a success.  Felix Gonzalez Torres̓candy pieces 

continue to be a success (fig 80).  His reflective candies on a gallery or museum floor allowed for 

all to take and thus participate.  The viewer, who can become the digester at their own discretion, 

can contemplate the place and situation that they have entered.  Here Torres provides an unparal-

lel accessibility.  

fig 80 - Felix Gonzalez-Torress - Untitled (Placebo), 1991
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This accessibility to the work conjures a notion of how and where does an artist or designer 

view their work.  Today we are faced with galleries, museums, and boutiques, to name a few. 

Brian O’Doherty, an artist and writer, noted this dilemma years ago in his essay collection 

Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space.  In the expanded edition he states:

Many artists were irritated by the audience available for art; it seemed numb to everything 
but, at best connoisseurship. And the expensive compound (gallery, collector, auction 
house museum) into which art inevitably was delivered muffled its voice. Art’s internal de-
velopment began to press against several conventional boundaries.56 

The venues and modes of displaying glass things are plentiful.  However we place numerous 

boundaries upon the material.   Due to these limitations and boundaries I often ask myself ‘Where 

can the things I make be seen and enjoyed?’  When really with a quick glance at the places of 

display (museum, gallery, design shop, boutique and our homes) we can conclude that material 

surrounds us.

56 Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube The Ideology of the Gallery Space (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986) 
p.111
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Conclusion - What of this world surrounded by glass?

We have traveled through history, my history.   Along the way we have stopped off and looked 

at various traditions and people who have influenced me as a maker and as a thinker.  Most impor-

tant has been my focus on how we think of this material and how our countless daily interactions 

with it envelop us.  Everyday we are bound to this material – it’s seamlessness.  In no further place 

then a window do we need to look, to see and to observe the material.

In 1997 Robert Irwin inserted his piece, 1° 2° 3° 4°  (fig. 81) in the San Diego Art Museum to 

demonstrate glass’s seamless place in our everyday lives.   Here the unnoticed, the nuances and 

details that Irwin has been known for take another step into the realm of awareness and seeing.  

Hugh M. Davies, writer of the essay, One Perspective, unfolds and explains the piece upon enter-

ing the room:

When viewed head on, the missing pieces of glass in the corners look like flat floating 
squares oddly hovering before the distant ocean view: the tall skinny trunk of a palm tree 
outside crookedly mimics the missing mullion at the northwest corner…  In 1° 2° 3° 4° , the 
brilliance is further compounded by the gesture of cutting away from the material that is 
already transparent and aspiring to invisibility – clear glass.57 !

Glass is a material that can fluidly and effortlessly negotiate the venues artists and designers 

choose to show the material in.  However, its constraint is us.  The maker, the collector, the curator, 

57 Robert Irwin, Primaries and Secondaries, (San Diego: Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, 2008) p 44

fig 81 - Robert Irwin - 1°2°3°4°, 1997 
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the critic, the artist, the designer, the professor: we are all guilty of this constraint.  

Works such as 1° 2° 3° 4° , 1997 demonstrates the ability of the material to evoke thought, alter 

the perception of the viewer and transcend the constraints that are imposed upon the medium.  

Vision is distorted while our other senses are tested.  This clear, odorless and sterile partition is in 

fact a threshold for the existence of this medium in respect to the fine art of living.   It is an in-

frathin between design and art58.!  To see Irwin’s work, 1° 2° 3° 4° , 1997,  in the pages of a book or 

the sheen of a computer screen brings a smile.59!   

I get it.

To smile, not because of a clever story or some mastery of skill but instead to smile as an act of 

acknowledgment, that is the greatest form of recognition.  For me glass is about looking out a win-

dow, drinking from a handmade cup, watching a televised game of FC Barcelona, or working in 

a hot shop with my friends.  These events or moments yield experiences brought forth by a mate-

rial.  This material has been described as a collaborative endeavor, learned, practiced and passed 

down.  Glass is experimentation, as a material it transcends boundaries. 

What do you see?  Where does this material fit into your vocabulary of utilitarian and 

sculptural, industrial and handmade, does it not blur these lines?  Glass comes from an old world 

approach, it takes years to understand and to perfect its creation.  In this world consumed by the 

immediacy of the next thing can the tradition of glassblowing keep up?  If so, and believe me I 

hope so, then what might be asked of a producer of this material in the future?  Is this not a ques-

tion of man’s adaptability?

Simply for me to see; to peer through the spectacles sitting atop my nose and spanning my 

face, and to walk with sand pressing up between my toes is enough for me to know that I am on 

the right journey in this Glass Age…  

58 Infrathin is a Duchampian term describing the indeterminable line between two things. 
59 I have only seen this piece through these means.  I imagine it is a different experience when seen in person, and that is an 

experience for another time.
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…a fluid transfer of knowledge…
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Appendix

Footnote 8:
Flanked by a material: an artist statement

There is light.  It exudes from the lamp; shadows and reflections are cast upon the wall.  
My eyes follow a blinking line, a cursor.  We have to name everything.  In making all things defini-
tive what is left to define?  

The cursor blinks, my eyes glance through a material, my reflection is faint upon a screen.  
A transdimensional occurrence is evident, the threshold between me and the blinking is proof.  
The screen is flat and still except for the cursor and the words that follow.  My hands rummage at 
the bottom, scurrying to portray this as a cohesive thought.  

Making is about transference, from my eyes, to my brain and then executed through my 
hands.  I am a glassmaker so it’s not just about my eyes and brain and hands but those who col-
laborate with me, those I work for or with.  

Glass is a communicative endeavor, a struggle.   It’s not something you get in a year or five 
or ten.  It is about being an ambassador and a translator for a material.  The process of conveying 
and informing others through the making of glass things is at the forefront of a practice.  Action as 
statement, object as question.  What are these transferences?

Material integrity: it’s not about what one can make but what one can expose.  

I reach for a glass.  It doesn’t matter if it is half full or half empty, I made it. Beer is fresher 
in the glass, the pouring from keg, pitcher, can or bottle releases the flavor. The frothy head floats, 
the bubbles too.  A liquid suspended in a liquid.  

I, you, we live in a Glass Age.  A reflective world where mirrors are not always present but 
a lens might be.  We have a necessity to communication, the interface is the material – think about 
the internet, think of your phone, think outside and through the window, be aware of the light that 
is on and above you.  
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Footnote 46:

Notes and Words:  
(un)utilitarian glass
The fate of the utilitarian:   

The objects we hold by hand used to be made by hand. Now the hand of the maker is 
replaced by the components of the machine. Go back to the last time you spent some good coin 
at a restaurant. All ingredients were prepared by hand not processed by a machine. A meal is me-
ticulously placed together and arranged by a chef. However, the objects of containment are made 
from machines. The plate you eat off of to the glass you drink from fit into this mold.  

There is�a disconnect here. Fine dining is a foodie experience. Yes, there are compa-
nies out there making stemware for the enjoyment of meals as there are specific wines to go with 
specific foods, and therefore specific glasses. Riedel has made some through machine and some 
through the process of the craftsman. However, in the day-to-day shuffle these crafted objects are 
stored on a shelf collecting dust in a home, waiting to be used for an occasion. A few restaurants 
do use such wares, but they are few and far between. The experience is about what you plunge 
into your mouth not the vehicles that aid in this consumption. What has happened to these vehicles 
that used to be prepared by hand? �

Can a cup be rendered differently? Its memory as a handmade object; its memory as a 
partaker in an event, a meal, a drink, a conversation amongst people, a conversation amongst 
objects. The memory is the reflection of who we are and what we left behind. It is the residual. 
In shifting the utilitarian to the sculptural a bowl and foot can become a lens. From a use of taste 
to the use of sight it becomes a sensual transition. How would these objects judge their former 
selves? Does the inspiration become a determination to drift further away from their ancestral 
past? The objects are made by hand and they are different because of this and they are similar 
because of this. I have made some glass – glasses so that one can have a conversation on just 
glass – glasses. They reflect into themselves to reflect upon themselves. The mirror acts as a liquid, 
a trace of their possible utilitarian function.  

The objects or glasses consist of the same personifiable parts as their utilitarian counter-
parts. They have a lip for a mouth, a body to hold and foot to stand on. However, in this transitional 
shift they become objects for a conversation. They are a curious case of contextual containment. 
The glasses nestled on themselves – a simple sculpture that implies the last swig of a beverage. 
Nestled upon the lip of each pair their reflection can be seen. They are a remnant and a memory 
of their former selves. A frozen moment is depicted in a material that is a frozen liquid. Suspended 
animation   

Cups are bent and show the last signs of their utilitarian upbringing. Like watchers, three 
stand as if to judge their fate. However, they too are of the same stuff, the same parts. Only their 
function, their ability to act as a container of a liquid for a functional means is shifted, the bowl on 
edge. The back of the bowl becomes a lens, a peephole into a new altered state. A sculpture with 
a nod to its past and a focus to a new. The fate of the utilitarian lies in the hands of the maker. He/
She decides which direction an object will go. However, the owner will ultimately decide if it 
has a place on their table as a utilitarian object or is to be rendered in a new light on a 
shelf destined to dust, but changed from its origins.
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A shift of glasses is a shift of words. 

The utilitarian often yields the (un)utilitarian. It precedes it by giving it a place for contem-
plation on where a maker can take it next. A muse if you will. Glasses made by hand are seen as 
more precious, as being more valued. They are used for that special occasion or not at all. Glasses 
stand on a shelf as objects of desire or a memory long since passed. Their function has shifted and 
yet it is the same. Objects of desire are ultimately utilitarian yet rendered (un).��

Texts that influenced and aided piece and writing:  Caille, Alain Anti-utilitarianism, economics and the gift paradigm www.revuedu-
mauss.com  Stafford, Barbara Maria Good Looking Essays on the Virtue of Images The MIT Press, Cambridge Mass 1996  Baudrillard, 
Jean The System of Objects (New York: Verso, 2005)  Judd, Donald Specific Objects  Berger, John Ways of Seeing BBC and Penguin 
Books, London 1972  Gablik, Suzi Magritte Thames and Hudson, NY 1998 reprint  Mcelheny, Josiah a Prism skira Rizzoli New York 
2010  riedel.com
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We can lift ourselves out of ignorance, we can find ourselves as creatures of excellence 
and intelligence and skill.  We can be free! We can learn to fly! …
His race to learn had begun….

      Johnathan Livingston Seagull


	Glass-a fluid transfer of knowledge



